
Brain in 
Gear: 

Quick 6!

1 Why do local parishes try to help their local communities? 

2 What is the relationship between the passion and celebrations?

3 Why is pilgrimage important to Christians? 

4 What is the purpose of the Eucharist?

5 What significance does Walsingham hold?

6 How is Taizé significant to the future of the church?



Where does the future of the Church lay?

Monday, 30 May 2022

To know the roles of the Church

To know how to examine the different factors limiting the future of the Church

To know how to justify the importance of the Church locally and globally 

To know how to determine the future of the Church analysing the growth and decline



Who is this guy?!

A global mission………

From this information what do you understand missionary 
work and evangelism to be?  

How did Dr Livingstone spread the word of God?

Why do you think Dr Livingstone chose to do this work and 
do you think it made a difference?

What advantages can you outline from Dr Livingstones’ 
work and what disadvantages can you outline from Dr 

Livingstones’ work as a missionary?



Key Words 

Missionary work involves Christians 
travelling abroad to convert others to 
christianity. 

Evangelism involves Christians showing 
what it means to live a good Christian life 
through helping those in need.



Christianity is currently the world’s largest 
religion. One reason for this is its history of 
evangelical and missionary work. This involves 
Christians spreading their religion in both local 
communities and other countries. Some 
Christians believe that it is their duty to continue 
sharing the teachings of Jesus with the intention 
of converting people to Christianity. However, 
others believe this is an intolerant approach that 
is at odds with Christianity’s key messages

2.3 billion

How?

What 
history ?

How?

Why?



Read the information on missionary work throughout time and 
answer the questions at the bottom of the page. 

What is your opinion on missionary work? Is it necessary or is it an 
old age practice that is no longer practical?

Ext – Can you challenge your opinion why might someone disagree 
with you?



AMBER 
Implies 
Suggests 
Shows 
Demonstrates 
Highlights 

+ GREEN
Also 
Another
In addition
Furthermore
Taking this further 

+ BLUE 
Perhaps 
Maybe 
Could 
Might
Possibly



Create a spider diagram in your book with all the roles of the Church. 
One colour how the Church helps locally 

One colour how the Church helps globally 

Extension – The most important role of the Church is…….  because…..
The least important role of the Church is …….. because…….

Church 
support 

Food banks 

Refugee education



Explain two reasons why the future of the Church is an 
important focus for Christians in the modern world. 

One reason why the future of the Church is important is…for 
example…

Another reason is…for example…



“All Christians should be missionaries”
Evaluate this statement, giving reasons for and against. In your answer you must refer to: 

Christian teachings, alternative Christian views & reach a justified conclusion (12).
POINT 
Some Christians would agree/disagree because…
Christians may respond with….
Christians may believe that this is…

EVIDENCE
In the Bible it says… which could be implied…
The quote…would suggest…
For example the teaching… when put it in to practise this would mean…
Following the example (J)… showing them they should…

ARGUMENT AGAINST 
Although they may also believe…
Alternatively the teaching… 
On the other hand… making them question

LINK IT BACK TO THE QUESTION
The stronger of the two arguments is…because…
The most logical argument is…because…
The most valid argument is… because…
The most convincing argument is…because…
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